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PAPER

Frame-Based Representation for Event Detection on Twitter

Yanxia QIN†a), Yue ZHANG††, Nonmembers, Min ZHANG†††, Member, and Dequan ZHENG†, Nonmember

SUMMARY Large scale first-hand tweets motivate automatic event de-
tection on Twitter. Previous approaches model events by clustering tweets,
words or segments. On the other hand, event clusters represented by tweets
are easier to understand than those represented by words/segments. How-
ever, compared to words/segments, tweets are sparser and therefore makes
clustering less effective. This article proposes to represent events with
triple structures called frames, which are as efficient as, yet can be easier
to understand than words/segments. Frames are extracted based on shal-
low syntactic information of tweets with an unsupervised open information
extraction method, which is introduced for domain-independent relation
extraction in a single pass over web scale data. This is then followed by
bursty frame element extraction functions as feature selection by filtering
frame elements with bursty frequency pattern via a probabilistic model.
After being clustered and ranked, high-quality events are yielded and then
reported by linking frame elements back to frames. Experimental results
show that frame-based event detection leads to improved precision over a
state-of-the-art baseline segment-based event detection method. Superior
readability of frame-based events as compared with segment-based events
is demonstrated in some example outputs.
key words: frame, event representation, tweet, event detection, bursty, z-
score

1. Introduction

Social media provides an useful way for information dis-
semination. Different from traditional news media, social
media enables the public to participate in information gen-
eration and transmission, even expressing opinions. Ana-
lyzing large scale real-time tweets for event detection as-
sists public opinion monitoring, advertising and brand im-
age maintaining etc. There is a rich body of work focusing
on Twitter event detection, both supervised methods [1] and
unsupervised methods [2]. We investigate an unsupervised
framework for event detection on Twitter.

In this article, an event is defined as a collection of rep-
resentation units, showing “what happened”, and event de-
tection in Twitter aims to find events from the stream of raw
tweets. In previous research, events can be detected with dif-
ferent levels of granularity. Table 1 shows an example with
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Table 1 A sugar bowl football match event “Louisville Cardinals 33-23
Florida Gators” in Jan. 2nd, 2013.

Unit Output event
tweet gameday! come on in later and watch the gators take

down louisville! #sugarbowl
rt @eancaafootball: retweet if your were impressed by
louisville’s huge upset over florida in the sugar bowl!
http://t.co/vjqrccvu

word florida; bowl; sugar; louisville
segment florida; sugar bowl; sec; bowl; louisville
frame (louisville, gets biggest win in, program history);

(goes, florida); (uf, was favored by, 14) ;
(go, gators); (go, cards)

different event representations. The most fine-grained level
is word level [2]–[5], which represents events with highly
event informative words selected from tweets. In Table 1,
an event is represented by a set of anomalous high frequenty
words. However, such independent word-based represen-
tation is always difficult to understand, and thus [6] pro-
pose a segment level event detection method, by extracting
frequently used phrases and named entities as segments in
tweet segmentation. However, the disadvantage of segment-
based methods [6], [7] is still low readability without struc-
tured information on “who did what to whom” (i.e. “who
win the game”). To address the low readability challenge,
[8]–[10] propose the tweet level event detection methods by
regarding each short tweet as one document, and fit it in
traditional document-based clustering methods. However,
they suffer from severe data sparseness and high time- and
memory-cost issues given large tweet stream.

In this article, we propose frame-based event detection
by considering the disadvantages of both word (segment)
and tweet level methods. A frame is defined as a triple,
denoted as (args, verb, argo), containing a verb phrase verb
representing an action and two noun phrases (i.e. args and
argo) representing the subject and object with respect to the
action, respectively. By preserving subject and object infor-
mation of tweets, frames are natural representation units en-
coded with structured information. Frames are extracted by
considering the syntactic information of tweets, and hence
are more semantically meaningful than words and segments.
In addition, frame-based representation requires a basic de-
gree of grammaticality of tweets, and thus can filter noisy
tweets that are syntactically meaningless. The redundancy
of tweets makes it possible by enabling each event has at
least one related frame.

Compared to tweet-based methods, the proposed
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frame-based event detection method is more efficient be-
cause it applies burstiness-based filtering before cluster-
ing. Tweets are overly sparse for tweet-level bursty filter-
ing. Readability of frame represented events remains com-
parable to events represented by tweets because important
event information has been encoded in frames. As shown
in Table 1, we can easily find that Twitter users are cheer-
ing for “florida”, “gators” and “cards” and “louisville gets
biggest win in the game” from frame-based event represen-
tation. Frame-based detection can capture more information
compared with segment-based event representation, without
losses any readability compared with tweet-based methods.
An interesting observation is that people are shocked that
louisville win the game as most of them think “gators take
down louisville” before the football game, as stated in the
first tweet in Table 1.

After obtaining frame-based representation of each
tweet, we employ burstiness-based filtering to select more
informative frames. Similar frames are clustered into
groups, serving as events. In particular, frame elements (i.e.
args, verb and argo) in a frame are treated as intermedi-
ate processing units and being fitted in bursty element filter-
ing and element clustering. For outputs, events represented
by frame elements are further reported by frames through a
linking procedure from frame elements to original frames.
While words/segments are difficult for a linking process be-
cause they are more likely to appear in multiple events. The
proposed Frame based representation for Event Detection
on Twitter, FrED, outperforms the segment-based method
of Li et al. [6] (Twevent) on a benchmark of 31 million
tweets.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces related work on event detection on Twitter.
Section 3 gives an overview of FrED. Section 4 presents
the frame-based representation method. Section 5 describes
the proposed frame-based event detection method, includ-
ing bursty frame element detection, element clustering and
event filtering. Section 6 shows the event reporting method.
Section 7 reports the experimental setting and result analy-
sis. The article is concluded in Sect. 8.

2. Related Work

There are three typical stages for event detection in Twit-
ter: 1) event representation; 2) event feature filtering; 3)
event detection. In this article, we focus on event repre-
sentation. Based on the level of granularity, existing work
on event representation can be categorized into three cat-
egories namely feature-based models, tweet-based models,
and structure based models.

Feature-based event representation includes word-
based [3], [4], [11] and segment based [6], [7] models.
Word-based methods use a cluster of similar words to rep-
resent events. Tweets are tokenized into words directly in
[3]. Words co-occurred with named entities are selected
as more representative words and taken as representation
units [4]. Cui et al. [11] use popular hashtags to represent

bursting events. Segments, proposed by [6], are supposed
to be more meaningful than words, as they contain n-gram
information. Tweets are separated into non-overlapping n-
grams through an optimization process. Feature-based event
representations can only present unstructured event infor-
mation, which cannot directly show structured information
“who did what to whom”.

Tweet level event detection methods [8]–[10] use
tweets for event representation. In [8], tweets are repre-
sented as vectors through bag-of-words models with TF-
IDF weighting schema. Similarly, tweets are represented
as a tweet-term matrix by a weighting method [9]. The pro-
posed frame-based event representation provides compara-
bly equal readability of events to tweet-based representa-
tion.

Besides representing events using flat documents,
words or segments, other event detection methods [12]–[16]
extract predefined event properties and organize them into
structured events. Given a set of seed events, Benson et
al. [12] extract artist and venue information of concerts.
Popescu et al. [13] extract main entities, actions and audi-
ence opinions. These structured representations either focus
on specific type of events for well-predefined event proper-
ties, or build structured events by linking separate event in-
formation through co-occurrence. The proposed structured
frames are extracted directly from tweets by considering
syntactic information of tweets, leading to higher accuracy.

There are also research focus on event feature filtering
and clustering. For filtering, burstiness is a effective mea-
surement to determine if a event is noise or not. Keyword-
based filtering [17]–[19] is applied to find specific types of
events. Besides keywords-based filtering, [9] also applied a
structured tweet filtering considering the length of mentions
and hashtags. Classification-based methods [10] are also
used for tweet filtering. In this article, we use burstiness-
based approach to filtering event features. In addition,
various efficient clustering methods are explored. Petro-
vic et al. [20] propose to use Locality-Sensitive Hashing
algorithm for first story detection from large scale tweets.
Becker et al. [8] use a simple threshold based online clus-
tering method. Ifrim et al. [9] utilize hierarchical clustering
method for event detection. In this article, we use a sim-
ple but efficient k-Nearest Neighbor based graph partition-
ing method for clustering.

The effectiveness of using frames on event detection
is also verified in our preliminary experiments in [21]. Af-
ter replacing segments in Twevent [6] with extracted frame
triples, we observed higher readability and precision. This
work is a significant extension of [21]. This article develops
a more general and effective bursty frame element detection
method rather than the method in Twevent. This article also
makes extensive comparisons with different baselines such
as a supervised event representation method [14] and inves-
tigates the effect of a language model based preprocessing
in helping frame-based event representation. Experimental
settings in this work are improved than [21].
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Fig. 1 Framework of frame-based event detection on Twitter.

3. Framework Overview

FrED consists of the following components: preprocessing,
frame-based representation method, frame-based event de-
tection (including bursty frame element detection, element
clustering and event filtering) and event reporting. First, a
fast preprocessing procedure is conducted over raw Twitter
data. Then, frames are extracted based on syntactic infor-
mation of tweets. Third, in event detection, bursty frame
elements are grouped into clusters and trustworthy clusters
that are able to represent events are reserved after an event
filtering step. The main reason for not clustering frames di-
rectly is sparsity. The semantic structure nature of frames
makes them overly sparse to be clustered, while frame ele-
ments serve as n-grams. Finally, for event reporting, frame
elements from the resulting event clusters are linked back to
their corresponding frames who are utilized to describe the
events. The proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1.

4. Frame-Based Event Representation

4.1 Preprocessing

Raw Twitter data are very noisy and written in multiple
languages, which motivates a preprocessing step. First,
non-English tweets are removed by language detection [22].
Second, words in tweets are further normalized with a
dictionary-based lexical normalization method [23], which
replaces a word’s lexical variants to its standard form. Third,
part-of-speech analysis is conducted with a Twitter specific
model [24] for syntactic analysis, and used for frame extrac-
tion. Finally, noun phrase identification [25] is applied for
frame extraction.

4.2 Frame Extraction

As stated earlier, this article defines a frame as a triple (args,
verb, argo), where verb represents an action and args and
argo represent the verb’s subject and object, respectively.

ReVerb [26], an open information extraction architec-
ture, is taken for frame extraction. Rather than other
tools [27], [28], ReVerb is adopted on Twitter data for the
following reasons: first, it uses an unsupervised method,
which is suitable for Twitter data due to fast-changing Twit-
ter topics and extremely large scale of Twitter data. Second,
ReVerb does not require syntactic parsing, which is still a

very difficult task for Twitter data. While Twitter-specific
shallow syntactic analysis like POS and chunking are ma-
ture enough to be utilized to extract frames through syntactic
constraints in ReVerb.

As for verb, we focus on three main types of verb
phrases, stated as follows, which includes a single verb (e.g.
smokes), a simple verb phrase including a verb followed by
a preposition (e.g. come on) and a complex verb phrase con-
taining optional words (e.g. gets biggest win in).

V/VP/VW∗P
V = verb particle?adv?

W = (noun/ad j/adv/pron/det)

P = (prep/particle/in f . marker)

(1)

In practical, we obtain all possible matches for a verb
phrase by regular expressions. The longest match is kept,
and multiple matches are merged to one if they intersect
with each other. Noted that, the lexical constraints, which
is proposed in ReVerb to deal with over-specific verbs, are
ignored in FrED because the following bursty frame element
selection (Sect. 5.1) conducts even a more rigorous filtering.
According to the fact that subject-verb-object (SVO)† is the
main sentence structure in English, the nearest noun phrase
to the left of each verb phrase is regarded as args and the
nearest one to the right as argo.

As a main contribution of our method, frame extrac-
tion filters out a large quantity of noisy words, which fail to
satisfy the above syntactic constraints. Such words include
misspelled words, user-defined words, abbreviations, emoti-
cons and so on. They do not carry essential information
about events, and are not included in the extracted frames. In
Twevent [6], these words are filtered out by means of match-
ing segments against Microsoft Web N-gram online service.
Frame-based representation is independent of this resource,
which makes the resulting frame elements highly effective
for event detection.

4.2.1 Frame Examples

Table 2 presents some examples of frames/segments ex-
tracted from tweets. As shown in the Table, both the
segment- and frame-based methods can extract meaningful
segments or frames from tweets, respectively. In most cases,
frames are more representative than segments by connecting
verbs and their subjects/objects together (e.g. the frame in
first tweet (phil taylor, announce, his retirement tonight)). In
addition, NP-chunking results are more reliable than tweet
segmentation. Taking the name in the third tweet “Demba
Ba” as example, segmentation yields a “ba”, while “demba
ba” is identified as a noun phrase serving as an element
in frame extraction. However, many long verb phrases in
frames are also yielded, which causes a sparseness prob-
lem. Extracting more concise representation of frames will
be one of our future directions.

†http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subject-verb-object
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Table 2 Example of different representations of tweet content
(tweet/segments/frames).

Representation of Tweet Content
Justin bieber smokes weed?! Omg shocking
justin bieber; smokes; weed; shocking
(justin bieber, smokes, weed)
what price for phil taylor to announce his retirement tonight
price; phil taylor; announce; retirement; tonight
(phil taylor, announce, his retirement tonight)
demba ba look’s class for chelsea exactly the kind of player we could
do with at newcastle
ba; class; chelsea; exactly; player; newcastle
(demba ba, look’s class for, chelsea); (we, could do with at, newcastle)
wake up arsenal and take a risk i believe that anyone at the club really
believes that individual games i
wake; arsenal; take; risk; believe; club; believes; individual; games
(-, wake up, arsenal); (arsenal, take, a risk); (i, believe that, anyone);
(the club, really believes, that individual games)

5. Frame-Based Event Detection

In a certain day d, given a set of tweets T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn},
each tweet is a set of frames ti = { f1, f2, . . . , fm}, and
each frame is structured as a triple with three elements
(args, verb, argo). Since the distributions of events and
frames are sparse, we use the elements of each frames as
the basic unit to detect if the corresponding tweet mentions
a event. In particular, we first calculate the burstiness of
each element to find the bursty elements, and then cluster
these bursty elements through a k-Nearest Neighbor graph.
Finally, event clusters are ranked and filtered by a heuristic-
based method.

5.1 Element Filtering with Burstiness

The term bursty is used to refer to a feature’s anoma-
lous high frequent appearance in a time window over a
time period. It is assumed that bursty features indicate ap-
pearance of important events. Bursty property has been
widely adopted for identifying important event in a time se-
ries [4], [6], [29], [30], and we use burstiness to find event
informative elements.

Given an element e (e could be args, argo or verb) and
time window d, the probability of frequency of e in d is
modeled by the following Gaussian distribution:

P( fe,d) ∼ N(Nd pe,Nd pe(1 − pe)), (2)

where Nd is the number of tweets within time window d,
and pe is the expected probability of tweets containing e in
a random time window:

p(e) =
∑

d∈D fe,d∑
d∈D Nd

, (3)

where D is a long time period consisting several time win-
dows. We then use z-score [31] to measure the burstiness of
element e, which is defined in Eq. (4).

z(e, d) =
fe,d − E[e|d]
σ[e|d]

(4)

z(e, d) can be used to measure the difference between
the frequency fe,d and the expected value E[e|d] (calculated
as Nd pe) in units of standard deviation σ[e|d] (calculated
as
√

Nd pe(1 − pe)). Top ranked elements by z-score are se-
lected as bursty elements for further clustering.

5.2 Element Clustering

After obtaining the bursty elements, we use k-Nearest
Neighbor graph (kNNgraph) to cluster them, and consider-
ing each cluster represent an event. kNNgraph, a variant
of Jarvis-Patrick clustering algorithm [32] groups two ele-
ments into the same cluster only when they are each other’s
k-nearest neighbors. The value k determines both the num-
ber of clusters and the size of clusters, being set to 5 empir-
ically.

For finding an element’s k nearest neighbors, we need
to calculate the similarity between two elements. A stream
based model is used to calculate the similarity between two
elements with temporal order. In particular, we firstly split
a day d into m time windows as < d1 . . . dM >, and then
calculate the similarity in each time window. Finally, we
sum all the time window based similarity as final similarity
between two elements. The similarity is calculated as:

sim(e1, e2) =
∑

dm

simdm (e1, e2), (5)

where simdm is the similarity on time window dm

simdm (e1, e2) = wdm (e1)wdm (e2)cosinedm (T1,T2), (6)

where wdm (e) = fe,dm/ fe,d is the frequency weight of e in dm,
since we consider if two elements are similar, they should
co-occur in the same time window. Ti is a set of tweets
containing ei within dm, and Ti is represented with bag-of-
words model and weighted by TF-IDF.

5.3 Event Filtering

After grouping all the elements into clusters, we need to use
a heuristic newsworthiness score to filter them, since some
clusters are personal updates or constant topics rather than
news events [6]. We use two measurements to filter mun-
dane clusters: 1) The probability of being a news for a clus-
ter (Pnews); 2) The cohesion score of a cluster (S coh).

The probability of a cluster being a news Pnews is cal-
culated as:

Pnews =

∑
e∈S c
μ(e)

|S c| , (7)

where S c = {e1, e2, . . . , en} is a set of elements in cluster c,
and μ(e) is the probability of element e being recognized as
anchor texts in Wikipedia, defined as:

μ(e) = max
l∈e

exp(Q(l)) − 1, (8)

where l is sub-phrase of e and Q(l) is the probability that l
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appears as anchor text in Wikipedia. Feature with larger Q(·)
can gain relatively higher μ(·) by inducing the exponential
function to boost the influence of Q(·).

The cohesion score S coh is defined as:

S coh =

∑
ea∈S c

∑
eb∈S c−{a} sim(ea, eb)

|S c| (9)

where the similarity between two elements sim(ea, eb) is cal-
culated using Eq. (5).

Finally, we combine Pnews and S coh as the newsworthi-
ness of a cluster c:

μ(c) = Pnews · S coh (10)

Hence, a cluster c is taken as a news event only if it sat-
isfies the condition that μmax/μ(c) < τ, where τ is a threshold
for newsworthiness, μmax is the maximum value of μ(c) for
all event clusters in time window d.

6. Event Reporting

After event filtering, we obtain a set of clusters C =

{c1, c2, . . . , cn}, each cluster contains a sets of elements ce =

{e1, e2, . . . , em}. Since there are many elements in a cluster,
we only choose top k′ elements with μ(e) score (Eq. (8)) to
represent an event. In addition, since the readability of el-
ements is lower than frames, we need to map the elements
into frame. However, a element would map to many frames,
we thus map e to the frame F∗e,d, which contains e and has
highest frequency in d. Hence a event cluster c can be rep-
resent as a set of frames {F∗e1,d

, F∗e2,d
, . . . , F∗e′k ,d}.

The advantage of frame-based event representation is
that each frame is a meaningful semantic triple, while
segment-based representation [6] is some independent n-
gram phrases, which have no feasible linking-back schema
to the original tweets.

7. Experiments

7.1 Data

Our Twitter data are crawled using Twitter public stream-
ing API and consist of tweets published from Jan. 1st to
Jan. 15th, 2013. The data set contains 31 million tweets
published by 16 million users with 382 thousand words. A
summary is shown in Table 3. Comparison of the average
number of word, segment and frame per day gives a hint on
sparseness of frame. In addition, Twitter data on Jan. 1st
and Jan. 5th is regarded as a development set, and the rest
10 days’ data is taken as the test set.

Wikipedia dump of Feb. 4th, 2013† is used as an extra
resource for event filtering. These entities’ anchor proba-
bilities (i.e. the number of pages on which entity e appears
as anchor text divided by the number of pages containing
the entity e) are calculated in event filtering. It includes 13

†http://burnbit.com/download/235406/
enwiki 20130204 pages articles xml bz2

Table 3 Data statistics.

Unit Average(/day) Total
tweet 2, 073 K 31, 097 K
word 79 K 382 K
segment 288 K 1, 604 K
frame 1, 797 K 14, 948 K
frame element 1, 439 K 14, 957 K

million pages and 10 million anchor entities that have the 5
word length limit.

7.2 Experimental Settings

7.2.1 Baseline Bursty Feature Detection Methods

To evaluate the effectiveness of z-score based bursty detec-
tion method, we compare with bursty detection method used
in Twevent [6]. For fairness, different bursty detection meth-
ods are fit into Twevent system for comparison.

Twevent: bursty feature selection method in [6], de-
noted as Bursty probability and User frequency, BU-based
feature selection. All the symbols are the same as Sect. 5.1.
Heuristic BU-based feature selection considered two fac-
tors: bursty probability (Pb(e, d)), which shows how bursty
the feature e is in day d, and user frequency (ue,d), the num-
ber of users that tweeted about the feature, indicating how
popular the feature is within Twitter users.

wb(e, d) = Pb(e, d)log(ue,d) (11)

ue,d is used to filter out noisy features, as the more users
talk about e, the more popular and meaningful it is. ue,d is
calculated as the number of users who post tweets contain-
ing e within time window d.

Pb(e, d) is the bursty probability calculated in Eq. (12).
Specially, Pb(e, d) is defined as 1 when fe,d >= E[e|d] +
2σ[e|d]. S (·) is the sigmod function.

Pb(e, d) = S (10 × fe,d − (E[e|d] + σ[e|d])
σ[e|d]

) (12)

Tweventz: the proposed z-score based feature selection
method in Sect. 5.1,

Tweventzu: another system by combining z-score and
the user frequency part of Eq. (11). Features are ranked by z-
score and ue,d in Eq. (11), respectively, and those that ranked
highly in both list are taken as bursty features.

In all related methods, the time window d is set to one
day and each time window is divided into M = 12 sub time
windows in clustering. k in kNNgraph clustering method is
set to 5 emprically.

7.2.2 Baseline Event Detection Methods

To compare event detection methods with different represen-
tation units, we compare our methods with different event
detection methods.

Twevent: Twevent [6] is taken as one of the baselines.
We do not compare with word-based methods, given that
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segment-based methods outperform word-based event de-
tection methods.

FrEDevt: Similar to TwiCal [14], which extracts event
phrases and named entities for event representation, we
build another baseline FrEDevt. In FrEDevt, frames are con-
structed by taking each event phrase as a verb phrase verb,
the nearest named entity to the left as args and the near-
est named entity to the right as argo. (args, verb, argo) is
taken as one frame if args or argo is not empty. Named
entities and event phrases are extracted from tweets using
the tool published by [14]. Different from FrED, in which
event phrases are verb phrases, event phrases in FrEDevt can
be event-related verbs, nouns and adjectives, which are rec-
ognized through a linear chain Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) model. Comparison of FrED and FrEDevt gives us
a hint on how different frame extraction methods influence
event detection performance.

FrED f ilt: To investigate whether the quality of tweets
influences the performance, another baseline, FrED f ilt is de-
signed, which uses an open source US English Language
Model† to filter out low-score tweets as a preprocessing step.

7.3 Evaluation

Precision and events number are used as evaluation metrics.
In addition, two annotators are asked to evaluate the experi-
mental results manually. Output events of the group of fea-
ture selection experiments are evaluated by two annotators,
and Cohen’s Kappa is applied to calculate agreement of the
two annotators. Results of the second group of experiments
are randomly assigned to one of two annotators. An event is
represented by a given date and a group of features (e.g. seg-
ments for Twevent, frames for FrED). Annotators are asked
to judge whether the event is a news event which happened
on the given date. News that happened before the given date
can also be annotated as true news event, as some events can
stay hot in tweets for several days. This work regards what
really happened as news events, including sports news, en-
tertainment news, technical news etc. Search engines are
allowed to assist annotating, with selected features and the
given date as queries.

7.4 Results and Analysis

This section shows the experimental results of all the experi-
ments. It also presents some example events of Twevent and
FrED showing their event readability.

7.4.1 Evaluation on Bursty Feature Selection Methods

The results of different bursty feature selection methods
are shown in Table 4. #Event is the number of events de-
tected by systems, replacing incomputable recall indicator.
#AgrEvt is the number of events whose labels are agreed by

†http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/2013/01/
a-new-english-language-model-release/

Table 4 Experimental results of bursty feature selection methods on de-
velop set.

System #Event #AgrEvt Precision Kappa
Twevent 51 43 67.44% 0.65
Tweventz 42 37 72.97% 0.71
Tweventzu 24 22 68.18% 0.81

Fig. 2 Effect of different number of frame elements of FrED on dev data.

two annotators. Precision is the number of true events out
of all agreed events, computed as #trueEvent/#AgrEvent.
Kappa is Cohen’s kappa value of two annotators’ labeling
results.

A Cohen’s kappa value, over 0.6, by the three meth-
ods indicates that human agreement on event detection is
high, since it has been received that 0.6 is a threshold of Co-
hen’s kappa denoting acceptable agreement. Higher value
means higher agreement. Tweventz performs the best in
precision among all three methods, which verifies that the
z-score based method is superior than the baseline method
in identifying bursty features. The reason that Tweventz out-
performs Tweventzu is that the function of z-score and user
frequency overlaps. Features with higher z-scores also in-
dicate popularity between Twitter users. A decreased num-
ber of events (#Event) in Tweventz and Tweventzu can be an
indicator for stronger constraint of these feature selection
methods. Accordingly, the z-score based method is used for
bursty feature selection in following experiments.

An examination shows that most segments in Twevent
differs very little in bursty probability Pb(e, d). It means
bursty segments yield from Twevent are ranked only by
user frequency, which leads to worse performance than
Tweventz.

7.4.2 Influence of Different Number of Frame Elements
for Event Representation

In event reporting (Sect. 6), we select top k′ meaningful
frame elements to report events. While too less frame el-
ements may leads to incomplete information, and too much
elements may add noisy information. We conduct an exper-
iment on FrED system on development data to investigate
the effect of different number of elements on event detec-
tion. We change k′ from 2 to 8 based on a statistical anal-
ysis, in which we found the number of frame elements in
events ranges from 2 to 8 with the averaged number be 4.
The results are shown in Fig. 2.

Shown in Fig. 2, the precision of FrED with selected
top 2 or 3 elements is lower than others. After investiga-
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Table 5 Experimental results of different event detection methods on test
data.

System #Event Precision
Tweventz 107 66.36%
FrED 62 70.97%
FrEDevt 70 65.31%
FrED f ilt 49 70%

Table 6 Example events with different location of informative frame.
FrED ele is FrED without event reporting, whose output event is repre-
sented by frame elements. Frame elements in FrED ele are highlighted in
frames in FrED. Event 1: A Football game, with the forth frame to be most
informative†. Event 2: A false multi-event.

ID System Event
1 FrED ele averaging; 56; 4 tds; has played in

FrED
(4 tds, averaging, 56); (4 tds, averaging, 56);
(4 tds, averaging, 56);
(thomas, has played in, 5 quarters)

2 FrED ele corinthians; boateng; pato; ac milan

FrED

(corinthians, have confirmed the signing of,
alexandre pato); (boateng, pick, the ball);
(transfers; confirmed; pato); (ac milan;
have done more to tackle racism in; one day)

tion, we found this is caused by some events with 2 or 3
frames could not provide enough information to recognize
the events. For example, first event in Table 6, the first three
frame elements link to one same meaningless frame. The
most event informative frame is the forth one.

In addition, the precision of FrED stabilize after we
select 4 elements to report events, which means at least 4
elements could generally represent full information. We se-
lect k′ to be 5 in following experiments. To be noted that
we label those events including multiple event information
to be false events. Intuitively, those multi-events may be la-
beled as true when use less elements to report events, and
labeled as false when use more elements. Interestingly, we
found those multi-events are recognized as false even use
2 elements. We assume this can be caused by high effi-
cient element ranking algorithm in Sect. 5.3. A multi-event
is shown in second event in Table 6, where the first and third
frame indicate one football player Alexandre Pato’s transfer-
ring event, while the second and forth one show event “AC
Millan’s Boateng stand against racism after walking off in
protest at abuse”.

7.4.3 Final Performances of FrED

The experimental results of FrED and baseline systems are
presented in Table 5. Here precision and number of events
(#Event) are used to evaluate the systems, with recall being
replaced by the total number of detected events. This is be-
cause it is difficult to identify all events that happen over a
period.

By using Tweventz and FrED, a contrast can be made
between segment- and frame-based news event detection
with same bursty feature selection method. Improvement on

†Here, ‘tds’ means touchdowns, a football terminology.

Table 7 Example output events of Twevent, FrED ele and FrED. Event
1: football game (Florida vs Louisville). Event 2: football game (Arsenal
vs Southampton).

ID System Event
1 Twevent florida; sugar bowl; sec; bowl; louisville

FrED ele florida; louisville; uf; gators; cards

FrED
(-, goes, florida); (louisville, gets biggest win
in, program history); (uf, was favored by, 14);
(-, go, gators); (-, go, cards)

2 Twevent arsenal; southampton; 1-1; walcott; ramsey
FrED ele gervinho; southampton; arsenal; rvp

FrED
(-, you’re a better footballer than, gervinho);
(-, done, southampton); (-, come on, arsenal);
(rvp, don’t think, he)

precision (66.36→70.97) verifies the effectiveness of frame-
based event detection method compared to segment-based
method. One of the main reasons for the improvement
is that frame detection conducts feature selection by filter-
ing out irrelevant non-frame words. In contrast, segment-
based method relies on bursty feature detection to filter
out infrequent phrases, without a refined feature selec-
tion step. For example, frequent words like 1) emoticons
such as ‘<33333333’ (love) and ‘555555’ (crying); 2) ono-
matopoeia words such as ‘hahahaha’ (laughing) and ‘hm-
mmm’ (doubting or hesitating); 3) misspelled words such
as ‘restrictiv’ (restrictive) and 4) meaningless words like
‘xxxxxx’ are considered by Twevent.

Compared to FrED, FrEDevt performs worse in pre-
cision and better in event number. This is likely because
error propagation from named entity extraction and event
phase extraction on tweets should count for the precision
loss. FrED f ilt yields comparably good precision as FrED,
with less events being detected. It is believed that language
model filtering is not helpful for improving the precision be-
cause of effectiveness of the bursty feature extraction.

#Event is influenced by the threshold τ, which evalu-
ates difference between a cluster’s newsworthiness and the
largest newsworthiness of all candidate clusters. Since τ
is fixed to 2 following Twevent, #Event can show distribu-
tion of newsworthiness between all clusters. A large #Event
by Twevent shows clusters’ quality differs from each oth-
ers. Otherwise for FrED. Though, this article focus on the
improvement of precision and readability of FrED.

Comparison of #Event between methods FrEDevt,
FrED f ilt and FrED gives a hint on the similarity of
newsworthiness of event clusters. More detected events
in FrEDevt show that event clusters detected have similar
newsworthiness value than those in FrED. While event clus-
ters in FrED f ilt have more decentralized newsworthiness
value.

7.5 Example Output

Table 7 shows some event outputs, in which FrED gives
more readable output summaries than Twevent. Note that
there may not be corresponding args or argo for a verb in
one frame. Events detected by Twevent and the frame el-
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ement clusters of FrED (before event reporting) are mostly
described by noun phrases without verbs, which can show
important action information. In contrast, FrED could de-
scribe events with the frames, which contain verb phrases.

For the first event in Table 7, the resulting segments
of Twevent are mostly participants of the event (i.e. florida,
louisville). Different from Twevent, frames by FrED con-
tain not only participants but also verb phrases showing the
cheering action (i.e. go/goes). Frames in FrED suggest that
users prefer to cheer for their favorite team rather than only
stating the fact that which team wins. This observation
serves as an evidence of the informal writing in social me-
dia messages. Frame “(-, you’re a better footballer than,
gervinho)” in second event gives a hint of sports news.

Another interesting observation is that sports and en-
tertainment news take a large fraction of all resulting events.
We assume that general Twitter users prefer to talk about
sports and entertainment news. Further investigation may
include detecting interests of Twitter users general topics.

8. Conclusion

In the proposed framework, a frame based representation
method and a general bursty detection method for the event
detection task on Twitter are developed. Different from
words/segments, frames are structured information units
and hence convey more event information. Compared with
word and segment based methods, frame based methods has
two advantages. First, frames naturally give readable sum-
maries of events. Second, frame extraction requires rel-
atively grammatical tweets, and therefore serves to filter
noise and mundane tweets. Redundancy of tweets makes
this feasible. Experiments show the effectiveness of the
frame-based method through an improved precision over
baseline systems.
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